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download the first seven seasons of lost and watch episodes from the archives of
the bible verses , 100 episodes , callisto prophecy , isis warriors , and

other episodes. this torrent was created by reader dave from lost all seasons .
after the incident, nine, twelve and lisa went into hiding. lisa's twin brother kaito

was tortured into believing he had telepathy, thinking nine and twelve were
human and was ordered to use it to trace their whereabouts. we see nine and

twelve reunite at a cafe, and lisa, finally freed from the perils of the human
experiment, decided to help them on their mission. after they failed a mission
once again, the entire world was put at risk when the lab began to explode.
however, kaito's little brother jiro defeated nine and twelve as the latter two
escaped from the lab. the next day, nine and twelve held a house party to

celebrate their victory. afterward, the two depart for the last stage of their plan,
the operation at tokyo international school. despite having partaken in a

genocide, the two seemed to have finally reached their goal. however, kaito did
not forget about lisa and made one last attempt to help her. in a brutal fight,

kaito's his little brother jiro defeated nine and twelve by using the telepathy of
his little brother. lisa was taken by kaito, jiro and his brother. nine and twelve's
deaths didn't seem to slow their plans. their plan was to pass a device allowing
them to 'forget' about reality, erase their memories and create a new life. after

the operation began, kaito and jiro, feeling guilty for the deaths of nine and
twelve, went to lisa and sacrificed themselves.
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